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factors in the chart. To manage such testing, of cour ,w have to have
the positions of the new factors, in this case the asteroids. Until recently,
few astrologers had the knowledge or the facilities to develop accurate
positions (ephemerides) for new planets. The advent of microcomputers
has permitted a revolution in astrology, and it has barely begun. The years
ahead will see a whole new world.

Eleanor Bach, a New York astrologer, was the first to suspect the poten-
tial of the asteroids and to publish an ephemeris offering positions for four
of them. In 1972, Ceres, Pallas, Juno and Vesta, the first four asteroids
to be discovered, were made available to astrologers for testing. The theory
that the world is a mirror always reflecting us back to ourselves helps us
to understand why the factors that are important in Our own charts are
also often important in the charts of people who come to us. Since all
of the first four asteroids were prominent in my own horoscope, it is riot
surprising that I found them prominent and important in the charts of many
clients and associates. I do a great many charts in the course of a year,
and within a few years, I had come to regard these asteroids as nearly
indispensable for a full understanding of the owner of the chart. As a result
of that experience, I was ready to consider Chiron asSOonas it appeared
in an ephemeris, and was predisposed to look at any other small planets
as they became available. At this point, they are being churned out on
both coasts of Our country though the Eastcoast has a considerable lead
on us. Only much time and effort will finally determine the real impor-
tance and meaning of these new asteroids. At the rate they are coming,
we will need a computer to do the calculations and perhaps part of the
analysis as well. As of this writing, I have ephemerides for twenty-eight
asteroids, but positions have been calculated on the Eastcoast for seven
more which I hope to get.

Ceres & Vesta

My interpretation of the first four asteroids has been published in a
number of my books, including the introduction of OurAsteroid Ephemeris
which offers their daily positions from 1883 to 1999. My experience sug-
geststhat Ceres and Vesta represent the personal and the impersonal sides
of Virgo. Ceres is symbolic of the Great Earth Mother who works in order
to help people. There are strong maternal overtones, so much so that I
have found Ceres a key to the individual's experience of his/her own
mother-figure and of the capacity to be a mother and care for others. In-
dividuals with a prominent Ceres seem able to be a mother and also hold
a job outside the home. Whatever the job, it is "for people." Vesta seems
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